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Find out more a

On April 11th, Governor
Kelly challenged us all
to be early childhood
stakeholders.

In her remarks to the Kansas Children’s Cabinet she underlined the
importance of the early years—and the role of eachand every Kansas
community—in shaping the future of Kansas.
Kansas received a federal planning grant to facilitate a collaborative effort to shape our
state’s future direction for early childhood. Parental voice and choice are paramount to
this effort, with the needs and preferences of Kansas families top of mind.
This one-year federal planning grant supports the development of a comprehensive
needs assessment and strategic plan for early childhood in Kansas. Our Tomorrows
engages parents, early childhood professionals, providers, educators, and others in
storytelling opportunities, community meetings, and idea generation sessions.
Each story becomes part of a collective, statewide map of community strengths and
needs and helps us:
Consider real-life struggles and resilience through the storyteller’s own perspective

Understand how gaps in service delivery are experienced

Highlight what families think and what they want for our youngest Kansans

Shape the strategic plan for the early childhood system in Kansas

Our Tomorrows partners will use the rich dialogue and findings from this work to
support decision-making that ensures every Kansas child has the best start in
life. The Kansas Children’s Cabinet and Trust Fund, Kansas Department for
Children and Families, Kansas Department of Health and Environment, and
Kansas State Department of Education are partnering to carry out this
important work.

Funds for this project are provided through the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), Administration for Children and Families
(ACF) Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). The Preschool Development Grant Birth through Five 90TP0016-01-00 was awarded to the Kansas
State Department of Education (KSDE). The Kansas Children’s Cabinet and Trust Fund, the Kansas Department for Children and Families, and
the Kansas Department of Health and Environment are leading this work with KSDE. This information or content and conclusions should not
be construed as the official position or policy of, nor should any endorsements be inferred by HHS, ACF, or the U.S. Government. Any food or
refreshments are not paid for by federal funds.
The Kansas State Department of Education does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, disability, or age in its programs
and activities and provides equal access to any group officially affiliated with the Boy Scouts of America and other designated youth groups. The
following person has been designated to handle inquiries regarding the non- discrimination policies: KSDE General Counsel, Office of General
Counsel, KSDE, Landon State Office Building, 900 SW Jackson, Suite 102, Topeka, KS 66612, (785) 296-3204.
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Navigating the Guide
SenseMaker is a unique approach to narrative research. The results of a SenseMaker
study are meant to guide decision-making and take action in a complex environment.
Below are three things to keep in mind as you begin to explore this new form of data.

The unit (n) is the story. Most graphs show
percentages based on regional story counts.

Be active. The report supports your own sensemaking
and decision-making. Nobody knows your experience
better than you. If your interpretation and ideas differ,
it’s your responsibility to share.

Interpretations of the data are intentionally
provocative to spur your thought process and actions.
The writers of this report do not make any claim that
their interpretations are the only ‘right’ ones.

Please email the Our Tomorrows team at ourtomorrows@ku.edu
if you have questions or would like clarification.
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Community Profile
Southwest
Counties
Clark

Lane

Finney

Meade

Ford

Morton

Grant

Ness

Gray

Scott

Greeley

Seward

Hamilton

Stanton

Haskell

Stevens

Hodgeman

Wichita

Kearny

Current Southwest Story Count

252 stories
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Southwest Kansas
Key Partners and Story Collection Overview
Our Tomorrows visited Garden City to participate in visioning exercises for the Early
Childhood Systems Building effort on April 8 and 9, 2019. At the Local Interagency
Coordinating Council meeting on April 9, Our Tomorrows showcased SenseMaker
data and recruited Organizational Partners and Citizen Journalists. All groups listed
below joined the project by May 2019.
Kansas Children’s Service League - Garden City (KCSL)
On May 31, Our Tomorrows held a Citizen Journalist training during a 			
staff day for KCSL, where 70 people were trained to be story collectors.
Russell Child Development Center (RCDC)
RCDC had a significant story collection spike in July 2019;
they collected 65 stories the week of July 15.
Child Care Aware
Finney County United Way

STORIES MATTER
Respondents in the Southwest are sharing meaningful stories that made
a significant impact on their lives, and they want others to know.
27.2% s aid the story they shared happened only once and 25% said
the story they shared happens once in a while. That means
the majority of stories (52.2%) were not day-to-day experiences.
92.3%of respondents selected that they would always remember their
experience. This means the stories were impactful and will stick
with them.
51.2% s aid everyone in their area should know about their experience.
Only 5.9% of respondents said no one should know.
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Southwest Kansas
Demographics
The following statistics reflect the demographics of people who shared their story in
Southwest Kansas. Our Tomorrows data is not generalizable – the patterns we see are
only based on those who chose to share their story. In some cases, these demographics
will not reflect the actual demographics of the region. Help us by asking people who
aren’t represented to share their story!
These percentages are determined from the datasets of Southwest Kansas (n=252) and
statewide (n=2,132) as of July 23, 2019. As people continue to share stories in your region,
story counts and maps published through Our Tomorrows will be updated.
N=252

Gender

Gender

91%
80%

SOUTHWEST
KANSAS

19%
9%
1%
Male

Female

1%

Another Gender
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Southwest Kansas
Demographics
Race (n=252)
Southwest Kansas respondents identified as:
74.2%

White
Black or African American

2.4%

Asian

1.6%

Compared to statewide, 6.5% more
respondents in the Southwest region
chose not to share their race.

0.8%

American Indian or Alaska Native

Native Hawaiian/other Pacific Islander 0.4%
Another Race

7.5%

Preferred not to say

13.1%
25.3% more stories in Southwest were
shared by Latino/a people as compared to

Ethnicity

the rest of the state.

Southwest Kansas respondents identified as:
39.7%

Hispanic or Latino/a

48%

Not Hispanic or Latino/a

12.3%

Preferred not to say

N=230

Income

SOUTHWEST

30%

28%

25%
21%
20%

KANSAS
26%

22%
19%

18%

19%

18%

15%

13%

15%

10%
5%
0%

Less than $20k

$20,001-$39,999

$40,000-$59,999

$60,000-$79,999

Greater than
$80,000
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Themes

Emergent Patterns
To help us understand Kansans’ lived experience and augment the early childhood
system needs assessment, we are focusing on the following key themes:

BRIGHT
Spots

We have defined Bright Spots as family experiences of thriving, resilience, and support.
These are the stories we want to amplify and to have more of in our communities.
These can be singular events or ongoing experiences.

DISRUPTORS
We have defined Disruptors as unique and/or singular events that negatively interrupt
a family’s lifecourse broadly and trajectory in early childhood, specifically. Disruptors
are negative experiences from which people need to “bounce back” and might indicate
gaps that present opportunities for further support and programming. Disruptors
include the following categories: unemployment, transportation, housing, health,
safety, family separation, and new child.

Unmet

NEEDS
We have defined Unmet Needs as ongoing needs that are persistent issues. Unmet
needs are chronic even if triggered by a specific event. The following are included
in this category: stress/anxiety/depression, access to childcare, parenting knowledge,
safety, basic needs, and financial needs.

Unheard

VOICES
Unheard Voices are defined as Our Tomorrows experiences shared by vulnerable
groups whose stories are often invisible and who do not have a seat at the decisionmaking table. We identified Unheard Voices when a story specifically mentions
someone in one of these groups, or the storyteller self-identifies as a member of one of
these groups. Unheard Voices were coded on narrative content, and are not based on
demographic information. The following are often Unheard Voices we seek to elevate:
Low income working families, incarcerated people, young children not in school, people
with emotional, behavioral, or developmental conditions, people with special health
care needs, people living in poverty in rural areas, people in the foster care system, and
non-English speakers.
© 2019 University of Kansas Center for Public Partnerships and Research

BRIGHT
Spots

40% of Southwest stories included bright spots

100 stories coded by the Our Tomorrows team. Some of these needs were met as part of the experience
that was shared and are no longer ongoing.
There is a lot that is already working in the Early Childhood System in the
Southwest. 40% of the stories contained Bright Spots as coded by the Our
Tomorrows Team.

N=252

SOUTHWEST
60%
51%

50%
40%

40%

30%
20%
9%

10%
0%

Yes

No

Maybe

Families received support when they
needed in the Southwest and people were
more hopeful because of it. There was a
higher density of stories near the “Support”
corner and the bottom between “Hope” and
“Support” of the triangle that asked “When
things got tough, what helped the family
get through?” than in the rest of the state.
Many stories mentioned the Russell Child
Development Center.
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DISRUPTORS
76% of Southwest stories included disruptors

191 stories coded by the Our Tomorrows team. Some of these needs were met as part of the experience
that was shared and are no longer ongoing.
Health and Family Separation were major disruptors in the Southwest
37% of stories coded with disruptors by the Our Tomorrows team focused on health
crisis, health care, or ongoing medical problems. 22% of stories with disruptors were
about Family Separation, where families were broken up due to divorce, incarceration,
death of a family member, or children being removed from the home.

N=191

SOUTHWEST
40%

37%

35%
30%
25%

22%

20%
15%
11%

9%

10%

9%

5%
0%

9%

2%
Family
Separation

Health

Housing

New Child

Safety

Transportation Unemployment
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DISRUPTORS

Families often found it difficult to access healthcare, which was often provided
by the government.
The Health Resources canvas shows a concentration of experiences in the bottom-left
where families were not able to access health care or receive adequate service.

Stones
Healthcare
Stones
Healthcare

Provided by Government

Self-Provided

Self-Provided

Provided by Government

to Access
EasyEasy
to Access

Difficult
to Access
Difficult
to Access
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Unmet

NEEDS
67% of Southwest Stories Included Unmet Needs

170 stories coded by the Our Tomorrows team. Some of these needs were met as part of the experience that
was shared and are no longer ongoing.
Families experienced financial strain which made it difficult to meet some basic
needs. 27% of Unmet Needs coded by the Our Tomorrows team referenced living
paycheck-to-paycheck or having trouble paying bills. Another 15.6% of stories were
N=170

about lacking basic needs like housing, food, or medical care.
SOUTHWEST
30%

27%

25%
20%

20%
16%
15%
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Many experiences were about gaps that parents had in parenting knowledge or
how to navigate the early childhood system. But often, these needs were met
by service providers. For example, 23% of Unmet Needs coded by the Our Tomorrows
team were about families receiving parenting support or home visiting services.
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Unmet

NEEDS
Childcare was often difficult for famlies to access. The Childcare Resource canvas
shows that families had difficulty accessing childcare in 60% of stories in the Southwest.
Childcare was also self-provided in most of the stories.

Stones
ChildCare
Stones
ChildCare

Provided by Government

Self-Provided

Self-Provided

Provided by Government

Easy
to Access
Easy to
Access

Difficult
to Access
Difficult
to Access
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Unheard

VOICES
71% of Southwest stories included unheard voices
179 of 252 stories coded by the Our Tomorrows team.

Low income working families, people with special health care needs, and single
parents were well-represented in the Our Tomorrows data set.
21% of stories with Unheard Voices were from or about low income working families,
18% were from or about people with special health care needs, and 17% were from or
about single parents.

N=179
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*Full title of category: Diagnosed Emotional, Behavioral or Developmental Conditions
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Unheard

VOICES
People who aren’t usually heard or empowered to make systemic changes
are also left feeling like they are making decisions based on things beyond
their control.
In the Decisions triangle, the highest density of respondents indicated that they were
making decisions beyond their control. Most respondents that marked their stories this
way were also low income (under $40,000 of family income per year).
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Community Sensemaking Workshop
Notes

July 30, 2019 / Garden City, KS

Key

TAKEAWAYS

Hosted by Finney County United Way on July 30th in Garden City, Kansas, the Our
Tomorrows team held a Community Sensemaking Workshop with 11 participants. This
small group represented key stakeholders in the early childhood system in the region,
especially the Russell Child Development Center.
There were several themes that emerged from the workshop discussions.
Participants emphasized the unique context of Southwest Kansas, where the

migrant population and economic activity creates special challenges for social
services.
Many of the stories shared in the Southwest region were from service providers.

The workshop discussion centered around the network of providers and how
the strength of those connections enabled referrals in frontier counties where
distances were long and services few and far-between.
There was an important conversation about the impact of Immigrants and

Customs Enforcement (ICE) on families trying to access services. Many immigrant
families had become scared to open the door for home visitors and have
withdrawn from services out of fear of deportation.
The discussion about Actionables tested the concept that small changes could

even be impactful in the face of systemic disinvestment in early childhood
services. Although the concept of quick, inexpensive, and local Actionables
seemed like a small first step, participants thought of some novel ways to engage
new partners and families by the end of the workshop.
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Activity

SUMMARY
1

Introductions
and Expectations

Workshop participants introduced themselves and shared what they hoped to
learn from stories during the workshop.

2

Kansas
Early Childhood Journey

Facilitators shared the context of the statewide Early Childhood Systems Building
work and the role families’ experiences play in shaping the needs assessment and
strategic plan for early childhood in Kansas.

3

Sensemaking
Guide

Participants were introduced to the regional Community Sensemaking Guide
highlighting the demographic information of people who shared stories with
Our Tomorrows and their community patterns related to Bright Spots, Disruptors,
Unmet Needs, and Unheard Voices. A pattern-by-pattern explanation was
provided.

4

Working
with Stories

Tables were given a story pack from key patterns found in the stories collected
in Southwest Kansas. Each table sorted the story pack into groups of similar
stories, gave each category/theme a title, and then chose an exemplar story that
best represented the category/theme. The category/theme titles and exemplar
stories were then taped to a flip chart. The left side of the chart read “More Like
This,” indicating family experiences/patterns the group wished to see more of
in the future, and the right side read “Fewer Like That,” which included family
experiences/patterns the groups hoped to see less of in the future.

5

Moving
to Action

To prepare for Community Action labs, small groups discussed and developed
quick, local, and inexpensive Actionables. These Actionables were designed to be
small steps that begin changing the patterns identified during the Workshop.
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Insights of

WORKING WITH

STORIES

Each Community Sensemaking workshop is an opportunity for community
members to explore patterns and themes in the ways that families interpreted
their experiences. The sensemaking work completed in these workshops was
captured by the Our Tomorrows team so that it can be used to spur new ways of
thinking about making change in Community Action Labs.
Outlined on the following pages are the themes and patterns that emerged while
participants were working with their community’s stories. Each page of notes
represents the work of one group in the workshop. Each group read and interpreted
one “Story Pack” from the Our Tomorrows data set.
On each page, you will see the following:
A title that shows what pattern the group worked with during the “Working with

Stories” activity

A picture of the pattern from the Our Tomorrows SAVVY Dashboard

An image of the flipchart completed by workshop participants, which includes

titles of themes and example stories sorted by “More like this, fewer like that”

A typed list of the main themes and example stories taken from the flipchart

A list of Actionable ideas that participants thought could change the patterns that

emerged from the stories they read (this activity didn’t occur at every regional
workshop due to the great conversations that happened in earlier activities)

The insights that were uncovered in the Community Sensemaking Workshops can
drive big changes!
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THINGS GET TOUGH TRIAD

Between Gritting my
Teeth and Moving Forward
and Support from Others
In the experience you shared,
when things got tough, what
helped the family get through?

ACTIONABLES

MORE THEMES LIKE…

Actionables to change the experience
of families in the future.

Poverty
Example: Giving Up is Not an Option

Training for doctors/ others on


Education
Example: School

resources; trauma-informed care; ACES,
etc.

Social Services
Example: Happy Ending

Vaccine access through mobile clinics,


Teaching Play and Child Interaction
Example: Good News

Communication between DCF,


Child Development
Example: Tough Well Child Check Up

Raise the minimum wage to a


travelling RNs, etc.

hospitals, community partners
living wage

Parent Support Groups


FEWER THEMES LIKE…
Finances
Example: Needs for the Working Class
Family Issues
Example: Need Help and Want Help but Cannot
do it Right Now
Childcare
Example: Struggling Parents of 2
Immigration
Example: Services for all Immigrants
Example: Daddy Deported
Health
Example: Cost of Vaccines and Healthcare
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CHILDCARE RESOURCE CANVAS

Self-provided

How do you view the following
service or resource reflected in
your story…

MORE THEMES LIKE…

FEWER THEMES LIKE…

Isolation
Example: 2007

Foster Care
Example: New Skills

Health Issue
Example: Breaking the Cycle

Language barrier
Example: Mayan Language Barrier

Education Challenges
Example: Teen Mom Graduates High School

Transportation
Example: Inadequate Transportation

Healthcare
Example: Help Getting Insurance

Financial
Example: Rising to the Top
Immigration
Example: Who do I Turn to?
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DECISIONS TRIAD

Things Beyond the
Family's Control
In the experience you shared,
decisions were made based on…

MORE THEMES LIKE…
Education
Example: Breaking the Cycle
Mental Health
Example: Mental Health Success
Childcare
Example: Making it Work

ACTIONABLES

Actionables to change the experience
of families in the future.
Increased training/ collaboration with

LEO & family crisis

Gap funding for medical/ emergency

services

Increase rural healthcare providers;

FEWER THEMES LIKE…

replicate Kearny Co Hospital

Domestic Violence
Example: Blaming the Victim
Income
Example: Divorce
Healthcare		
Example: My Daughter’s Journey
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Important

CONVERSATIONS
Participants hoped to:
Learn how to better connect providers to families via story collection.

Ensure the voices of childcare providers are heard.

Understand what needs are being met and what they as providers are missing.

Find tools to encourage story collectors to slow down and really think about the stories

they’re sharing.

Summarize data to explain how Southwest Kansas has problems and needs unique to

their region.

Use the data as a way to see where people are starting from (e.g., low income families

unable to afford basic needs, versus overcoming the trauma stopping a person from
seeking help to obtain their basic needs).

Discover the diversity of issues besides the ones visible to providers.

Problems they’re facing as childcare providers:
Story collection looks like “just another thing” for an overworked and understaffed

workforce to do.

Immigrant and Customs Enforcement (ICE) is a significant problem in the region;


one provider had to buy large car magnets to make their work vehicles distinct from
those of ICE.

Poor infrastructure.

Problems with referral follow-through.

Young people leave the community for better employment opportunities in the eastern

part of the state, worsening workforce issues.

Participants noted and shared:
The most salient issues for the region include abuse/domestic violence, immigration, and

transportation.

It is very difficult to think of the smaller steps to take to make progress towards solving

the larger issue when problems are so large.

Discussion about the Our Tomorrows prompt encouraging BIG stories with BIG

problems, making it difficult to isolate the small problems for Actionables.
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Further interesting discussion on isolating the small steps to change community patters

with an infrastructure example:

• A problem is lack of transportation. An Actionable could be to use the money
from the Community Action Lab to supply bus passes. However, local transit
infrastructure is incomprehensive, then what do you do? It is too big of a
problem to solve with $1,000 or $2,000.
Participants expressed a need for:
Additional training for providers.

Accessible vaccine clinic.

Gap funding for emergencies.

Language instruction (Spanish classes, etc.).

Expanding current resources people are already using.
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Southwest

Community Action Lab Awardees
Community Action Labs are an opportunity to act on the patterns and themes
uncovered by the experiences shared through the Kansas Early Childhood Systems
Building effort and the Our Tomorrows SenseMaker® tool. Community Action
Labs will look different in each community and region based on collaboration with
local partners. Below is a list of those who received Community Action Lab awards. See
what changes are ahead for these communities!

Awardee		

RECIPIENT

ACTIONABLE

KS Early Learning Systems/Our Tomorrows/ Community Action

		 USD 102 ELC Head Start and Migrant Preschool Programs

LOCATION
CONTACT(S)
EMAIL
PHONE

Cimarron
Rebekah Harshberger
rharshberger@cimarronschools.net
620-253-0857

 WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO?
What quick, local, and inexpensive Actionable would you like to try?

Our ELC Head Start and Migrant preschool program would like to use this money
for parent gift cards to our local grocery store. We would use these gift cards as $100
dollar gift cards door prizes to our monthly parent education meetings. We struggle
to have parent attendance at our parent meetings and would like to use these as
incentives to attend these parent meetings. We have meetings for August - May.

 WHO DO YOU WANT TO DO IT WITH
Who do you want to participate in your Actionable? Who could you partner with?

We would use our local district #102 teacher Miss Bekah Harshberger and our local
“White’s Grocery Store.” Miss Bekah would connect with the manager of the grocery
store to supply the $100 gift cards and pass them out at our monthly meetings.

 WHY DO YOU WANT TO DO IT
What part of hearing family experience in Our Tomorrows inspired your Actionable?
Was it a specif ic story, a conversation in a Sensemaking Workshop, seeing the data?

The part of the family experience that inspired me was a community leader who quoted
“Our greatest need is linkages and alignment of all who impact the lives of young
children and families.” We need to link our local grocery store up with our parent groups!

Southwest
Awardee		

RECIPIENT

ACTIONABLE

Preschool Weekend Food Bags

		 USD 102 ELC Head Start and Migrant Preschool Programs

LOCATION
CONTACT(S)
EMAIL
PHONE

Cimarron
Rebekah Harshberger
rharshberger@cimarronschools.net
620-253-0857

 WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO?
What quick, local, and inexpensive Actionable would you like to try?

Our grade school uses the Kansas Food Bank weekend program where food bags
are sent home with needy children using at risk assessments to determine needs
of food. Sadly, this program only begins in kindergarten, so our preschool students
are not included in this food program for the weekends. The Head Start and Migrant
preschool classrooms have very high poverty children and very high at risk children.
We know personal stories of parents struggling to make ends meet for their families.
These children really need weekend food bags provided. We would partner with our
local grocery store and send home food bags similar to the food bank bags every
Thursday since our preschool students do no attend school on Fridays.

 WHO DO YOU WANT TO DO IT WITH
Who do you want to participate in your Actionable? Who could you partner with?

We would want USD #102 ELC Head Start preschool and Migrant preschool
classrooms to partner with the local grocery store and grocery store manager. We
would also utilize our 4 - 6th grade special education classroom to use their daily skills
to purchase and bag up these items for us weekly.

 WHY DO YOU WANT TO DO IT
What part of hearing family experience in Our Tomorrows inspired your Actionable?
Was it a specif ic story, a conversation in a Sensemaking Workshop, seeing the data?

The part of the family experience that inspired me was a community leader who
quoted “Our greatest need is linkages and alignment of all who impact the lives of
young children and families.” We need to link our local grocery store up with our
school and families to serve the needs of food for the weekends.

Southwest
Awardee		

RECIPIENT

ACTIONABLE

Speak My Language: Translations of Breastfeeding Education Materials

		 Kansas Breastfeeding Coalition

LOCATION
CONTACT(S)
EMAIL
PHONE

Southwest Kansas
Brenda Bandy
bbandy@ksbreastfeeding.org
785-477-4666

 WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO?
What quick, local, and inexpensive Actionable would you like to try?

Translate basic breastfeeding information, especially information related to storage
and handling of breast milk and breast milk expression and returning to work
strategies and rights of breastfeeding employees. Translate into Spanish and
Somalese. Provide hard and electronic copies to hospitals and public health programs
to get these in the hands of families prenatally and in the early days postpartum.

 WHO DO YOU WANT TO DO IT WITH
Who do you want to participate in your Actionable? Who could you partner with?

Hospitals, health departments, KS breastfeeding coalition translators, mothers from
Somalia and Latino community in Southwest KS, Dodge City, Liberal, and Garden City

 WHY DO YOU WANT TO DO IT
What part of hearing family experience in Our Tomorrows inspired your Actionable?
Was it a specif ic story, a conversation in a Sensemaking Workshop, seeing the data?

Access- language and culture can be a barrier to parents knowing their rights in the
workplace for expressing breast milk and knowledge about how to express, store
and handle breast milk. A Somalese woman at a meat packing plant was putting her
breast milk in a thermos at work. She didn’t know how to store her breast milk during
the workday.

Southwest
Awardee		

RECIPIENT

ACTIONABLE

PlayTherapy Play Group

		 Kansas Children’s Service League

LOCATION
CONTACT(S)
EMAIL
PHONE

Garden City
Cecilia Douglass
cdouglass@kcsl.org
620-276-3232 ext. 1101

 WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO?
What quick, local, and inexpensive Actionable would you like to try?

Kansas Children’s Service League Head Start would like to offer trauma informed play
groups for all parents with children under the age of five residing in any 10 southwest
Kansas counties served by KCSL. Play groups will be held quarterly by KCSL Assistant
Director of Mental Health Services.

 WHO DO YOU WANT TO DO IT WITH
Who do you want to participate in your Actionable? Who could you partner with?

KCSL Assistant Director of Mental Health Services, Missi Martinez, will facilitate all
playgroups. Initially, KCSL plans to invite all Head Start parents in Finney, Seward and
Grant counties. Once playgroups have been scheduled KCSL plans to invite all area
parents with age appropriate children.

 WHY DO YOU WANT TO DO IT
What part of hearing family experience in Our Tomorrows inspired your Actionable?
Was it a specif ic story, a conversation in a Sensemaking Workshop, seeing the data?

It was made clear during the Sensemaking Workshops that mental health services
for children under the age of 6 were non-existent. Through playgroups, we can bring
evidence-based practices and trauma informed curriculum to help educate parents
or caregivers on healthy behaviors, mitigating outburst and nurturing healthy socialemotional development.

What’s Next
There are many ways for you to stay involved with Our Tomorrows and help shape the future
of families and children in Kansas. Below are a few next steps:
Send feedback on workshop notes to the Our Tomorrows team.

Choose a pattern you want to change in your community.

Pick from the Our Tomorrows Sensemaking Guide.

Plan an Actionable that relates to the pattern chosen.

Submit a Community Action Lab application for funding.

Applications accepted beginning September, 2019.

Receive funding up to $2,000.

Try out your Actionable.

Share what you learned with the Our Tomorrows team.

Monitor progress by continuing story collection with Our Tomorrows.


To apply for an Actionable and to learn more about
how Our Tomorrows is using SenseMaker for needs
assessments, visit ourtomorrows.kucppr.org.

To learn more about the Kansas Early Childhood Journey,
visit ksearlychildhoodjourney.org.
If you have any comments, additions, or
perspectives that you would like to add to this
Sensemaking Guide, please email them to
ourtomorrows@ku.edu.
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